DDI 3 Development at DDA
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Open metadata structure approach
Since there are only a few tools for DDI, we decided to
DDA is a member of the Data Documentation Initiative
Alliance (DDI Alliance) and has been involved in the
development of the DDI 3 standard from the beginning. In
general the DDA finds the DDI 3 standard a very flexible
mechanism to capture the metadata structures defined by
the social science and health science communities. As a
conceptual model DDI 3 can provide inspiration to research
communities on how to structure metadata most efficiently
for reuse across the data life cycle.
As DDI 3 is an open, widely accepted standard across
data archives, there is an opportunity to influence its
development and to draw upon the experience of the
community around it. And the community around the
DDI 3 standard is reaching out to other communities. For
example, DDI 3 was developed in line with other widely
accepted standards, including the Statistical Data and
Metadata Exchange (SDMX) standard and the Metadata
Registry Standard (ISO/IEC 11179), thus facilitating
metadata interoperability4. A proposal to define controlled
vocabularies using Genericode has also drawn upon the
expertise of the wider DDI community through a crossarchive working group. And work on using the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) together with DDI 3 is also
being undertaken.5 All of this is leading towards more tools
in the DDI tool box to apply to metadata creation and use.

With the OSIRIS standard not being able to document
hierarchical, panel, cross-sectional, or follow-up studies,
DDI 3 provides a useful alternative, especially given
its focus on extended reuse and inheritance. The health
sciences unit within the DDA is particularly interested in
these features of DDI 3.
Regarding long-term preservation planning and storage,
the DDI 3 and its community are joining forces both with
technologies like FedoraCommons6 and archiving standards
such as the Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard
(METS)7 and Preservation Metadata Implementation
Strategies standard (PREMIS)8 to incorporate additional
metadata about archiving. All components come together
when defining an OAIS9 implementation of a data archive
for the social science, health and history domains.
Open development
With the many standards and stakeholders in play across
the current metadata landscape, no one organization can be
expert in all subjects, and thus the straightforward solution
is collaboration. Of course, collaboration itself is often not
straightforward but more like a wave or a moving target.
The same can be said for the standards themselves as they
develop, mature and are constantly being enhanced with
new features and as additional standards emerge; this is the
joy of information technology. Over time we have seen a
greater focus on information exchange and tons of exabytes
of it. The strategy at DDA is to upgrade our data for this
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exchange, make it available within various networks and
capture its reuse and relationships.
Developing metadata upgrade and data ingest systems built
upon DDI 3 technology is key in this process.10 To execute
a software project in the current environment characterized
by high complexity and uncertainty, the DDA has decided
upon an open source approach aligning with the community
and the standard itself. This approach brings potential
collaboration, knowledge exchange and product hardening
informed by the feedback of others into the end product
and offers wider integration possibilities with other open
products in the domain, for example, the Questasy project
at CentERdata in the Netherlands11.
Even though the DDA is creating open source software,
we acknowledge the closed source initiatives such as
Colectica by Algenta Technologies12 as clear assets for the
DDI community. The more vendors that produce tools and
applications for DDI 3 the greater the adoption is likely to
be. The synergy effect of both the closed and open camps
developing DDI 3 software is a real benefit for both end
products and the evolution of DDI.
Open and configurable reusable solution
In 2007 the DDA took an active role in the DDI Foundation
Tools Program13, a collaborative endeavor with stakeholders
from several institutions contributing time and money to
developing DDI 3-based tools using an outline of common
IT development tools14. Specifying an operating- system
independent approach based on Java15 with incorporation of
various open source projects, the project resulted in DDI 3
tools licensed under an open source license16. The past and
current IT developments in the DDI 3 field are following an
updated version of these recommendations.
The first step for the DDA was to develop a common object
model in Java using the Apache XMLBeans technology17.
Around this object model the DDA has built tools for
secondary validation, URN element generation, and a
mechanism to extract studies contained within a grouped
structure18.
The first DDI 3 developments led to the design and
developments of a centralized suite approach instead of
relying on pooling separate tools into a system. The aim
of the suite approach is to minimize the footprint when
dealing with large amounts of XML.
Work on an editing tool for DDI 3, which is being built
using the Eclipse Rich Client Platform19 as the front end,
began in the fall of 2008 with architecture design reviews
provided by the Open Data Foundation.
The editing suite is primarily designed for configuration
and reuse/extension. The rationale for these design
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decisions arose out of the need for flexibility in the
implementation of metadata in DDI 3 and the need to
tweak system components for customized needs 20. This
flexibility makes it possible to, for example, change the
XML persistence layer or how IDs are generated for
identifiable DDI 3 elements.
Conclusion
So far the DDA has built a sound basis for its DDI 3
strategy, and the major components have been identified
and constructed. The work ahead is to harden and extend
these components. To lead this process, the DDA has
compiled a functional requirements document following
the IEEE Std 830-1998 21 . On the agenda are several
topics of interest, including functionality to help create and
update longitudinal metadata and functionality to facilitate
the review process of a study. To enhance the reuse
functionality, an internal lookup and resolution service for
DDI 3 URNs is scheduled.
Internally the DDA has allocated two additional user
representatives within the DDA for the project to ensure
end user collaboration, interaction and acceptance of
features and the user interface layout, leading developments
in a more agile direction.
As DDI 3 is growing in use and becoming part of
production systems, more services will evolve around it,
including services not currently identified. The software
approach the DDA is taking is to deliver components that
are very close to the standard but not tied to a particular
vendor, thus ensuring agility in implementation and reuse
in planned and future systems.
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